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Abstract. In.line is a novel game based on a navigation system, called
ARIANNA (pAth Recognition for Indoor Assisted NavigatioN with Aug-
mented perception, [1]), primarily designed for visually impaired people
permitting to navigate and find some points of interests in an indoor and
outdoor environment by following a path painted or stuck on the floor.
The aim of the game is twofold: (1) let the users learn and familiarize
with the system, (2) improve blind people spatial skills to let them learn
and acquire an allocentric spatial representation. The impact stands in
the possibility of enhancing the social inclusion of a large part of the
society that is increasing with the aging of the population by augment-
ing their autonomous mobility. The paper presents the concept design
and preliminary evaluation of a game specifically designed for blind peo-
ple. The evaluation has been performed via qualitative and quantitative
tests.

Keywords: Navigation · Assistive technology · Game · Visually
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1 Introduction and Related Work

Worldwide, 161 million people are visually impaired (according to the 2002
World Health Organization statistics), with an average of 3.4 low-vision patients
for each blind person. Visual impairments pose a number of challenges related
to mobility and hand-eye coordination. With technology we try to face the chal-
lenge of helping Visually Impaired Person to live a more independent life, working
and socializing via autonomously and safely moving in an unknown environment
and retrieving information about the places nearby. An important aspect of the
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design of assistive technology for Visually Impaired People, underlined in [2], is
the possibility for the blind community to be taught and accompanied by the
use of the novel device. A learning phase trough games is envisioned as a pos-
sible solution to let the blind community to accept such aids, by learning the
use of them. This reasoning is the first motivation for the developing of In.line
to let the blind people being familiar with the ARIANNA system and its use.
The system permits to autonomously navigate and find some points of interests
in an indoor and outdoor environment. A path stuck or painted on the floor is
detected by the smartphone camera and a vibration signal providing a feedback
to the user for correcting his/her direction is generated. Some special landmarks
have been deployed for coding additional information, using Beacon technology
or Qr codes. With ARIANNA, then, by following pre-determined paths located
in the indoor and outdoor environment the visually impaired people can move
independently in unfamiliar environments.

The accessibility of Internet to blind persons, and in particular the design
of accessible game has been analyzed in the survey [3] where a large number
of accessible games are listed for different types of impairments, across several
game genres, from which a number of high- and low-level accessibility strategies
are distilled for game developers to inform their design. In that analysis it has
been stressed how the accessibility problems can be related to (a) not being
able to receive feedback; (b) not being able to determine in-game responses; (c)
not being able to provide input using conventional input devices. The design of
our game is taking into account some of the suggestions presented here. Many
blind persons, especially if young or adolescent, have a very high technologi-
cal ability and many are the commercial games designed specifically for blinds.
The pervasive presence of low-cost smart devices with increased computation
ability allows the growth of innovative solution in several application fields. As
[10] reports that for profoundly blind individuals navigating in an unfamiliar
building represents a significant challenge, and investigated the use of an audio-
based, virtual environment called Audio-based Environment Simulator that can
be explored for the purposes of learning the layout of an unfamiliar, complex
indoor environment, we were pushed towards the developing of our game. The
highly interactive and immerse exploration of the virtual environment greatly
engages a blind user to develop skills akin to positive near transfer of learn-
ing. Learning through a game play strategy appears to confer certain behavioral
advantages with respect to how spatial information is acquired and ultimately
manipulated for navigation.

2 Concept Design of In.Line

In.line is a game primarily designed for visually impaired people which is based
on the navigation system ARIANNA.
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2.1 ARIANNA System Description

ARIANNA system permits to navigate and find some points of interests in an
indoor environment by following a path on the floor. Descriptions of the system
were presented in [4,5], and the Patent [1]. The system works as follows: the
camera of the smartphone continuously captures the scene in front of the person
(see Fig. 1) and identifies the path by recognizing special colored strips painted
or stuck on the floor. The users, then, receives a vibration signal through his
cell phone. The vibration is related to the position and the direction of the user.
In any installations of the system, the paths are marked with colored lines on
the floor; QRcodes or beacon are also settled close to points of interest and they
provide information on the right line to follow in order to get to the desired
destination. The user interface employs tactile stimuli to receive feedback on the
heading corrections to be employed, as better described in the following.

Fig. 1. The line captured by the phone

2.2 Aim of the Game

The aim of the game is twofold: (1) let the users learn and familiarize with ARI-
ANNA (2) to improve blind people spatial skills. The latter is obtained with the
design of some ’find short-cuts’ task during the play, (navigate trough locations
not linked by pathways directly experienced during the game) in order to let
them learn and acquire an allocentric spatial representation instead of the ego-
centric one. We recall that blind people have an egocentric spatial representation
(based on themselves) while sighted people have also an allocentric representa-
tion, linked to a reference based on the external environment and independent
of their current location in it. At first, we have started building up our game to
fulfill the following scope: let the blind community play&learn. This will achieve
also the secondary goal that is letting ARIANNA become a tool that the blind
associations are happy with, by enforcing its use by the game helping blinds to
familiarize with it. But learning trough games and amusement, is really the main
scope of In.line because, as reported in a recent panel, [6], the use of games as
an educational tool provides opportunities for deeper learning.
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During the process of designing the game, we then asked ourselves if the game
could be also a tool that could offer more to the blind community than a simple
game to learn and be familiar with an app. Then, along what has been studied
by [7], we have decided to use In.line to improve blind people spatial skills. To
this aim, we design some ’find short-cuts’ tasks during the play, (navigate trough
locations not linked by pathways directly experienced during the game). While
understanding the presence of short cuts may let them learn, acquire and improve
an allocentric spatial representation. Egocentric type of representation is a route-
based representation, while allocentric one is a survey-based one. For example,
the reproduction of previously explored pathway only requires memory trace
of the route, while finding shortcuts requires to build a survey representation
and to compute a completely new pathway in the brain. Many have been the
studies regarding whether the congenital blind individual prefers egocentric over
allocentric spatial representation, [7] and references therein, but many studies
are also suggesting the use of educational programs helping and training blind
person in developing such an allocentric skill. Similar experiments have been
already carried out, see [8–10].

2.3 The Game In.Line

The first prototype of In.Line was a game where a virtual line was projected on
the floor. The person stands on the path and follows the line that is moving in
front. During the projection of the line, some QR codes were also depicted and
the blind (or blind folded) users had to catch it. Clearly, this previous release
could be used only in a specific settings, with external teachers guiding the user
trough the game. The line was projected on the floor, and the area was restricted
so that no one could enter it and be an obstacle for the gamers. The aim of this
first release was to teach the blind person how to use the system. We wanted
to achieve the following: to be able to follow tactile indication from a common
device such as a smartphone. The main objective of the game is to collect max
possible scores in a precise time interval, start and the end of the game are
reported by different audio signals. During the play, the ARIANNA path or line
is projected in front of the player. During the game, the user is not walking on
the path but the path flow moves in front of it. The game consists of following the
line movements with the smartphone, the player tries to follow the movements
of the line in front of him/her. If the line is captured the phone vibrates, the
skill of the player is to predict the line changes and keeping on the smartphone
vibration. The game has many levels of difficulty related to different paths, every
level has a speed line runs and many changes direction different from other levels.
The maximum score is reached when the player never looses the line, to all the
game time, and consequently, the smartphone never stops the vibration. If the
player obtains at least 3/4 of the maximum score, then it can move to the next
level. Moreover, the player can intercept markers, such as QR code on the path.
If this occurs further information about the point of interests are reported, with
more scores and bonus to quickly go at next level.
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The second release of the game was designed to be entirely developed on
the smartphone. The Game is designed according to the second modalities of
ARIANNA, that is the user is following the virtual line with the finger and the
phone vibrates only if the finger captures the line. There is a virtual path on the
smartphone screen, the finger is used to intercept the line; an on/off vibration
feedback will tell the user if he/she gets the line or not. This second release
could be used by the blind people in complete autonomy. The main objective of
the game is to collect max possible scores during a session, no time limits are
considered in a session. Every session is composed of three phases, during the
first phase a line shape is shown on smartphone touch screen, the smartphone
vibrates when the player finger intersects the line. The first phase consists of
following the line shape with the player finger, from start point to end point and
store the shape. In the second phase, the player must remember the line and uses
the finger to reproduce the line on smartphone touch screen. If the reproduced
line is completely matched with the original line shape, the player reaches the
maximum score and it moves to the third stage. Otherwise, the player can retry
unlimited time, any attempt produces a penalty and the total score is reduced.

(a) simple

(b) complicated

Fig. 2. In.line virtual path in the second release of the game
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In the third stage, the player must remember the start and stop line points,
the player skill is to connect them together through a shortcuts path. Lower
path enables additional scores for the player. The game has different levels with
different difficulty related to paths shape. An example of the virtual path to
follow is depicted in Fig. 2(a). To let the player acquire more points the virtual
paths is intended to be followed in a more complicated way, in order to design also
the shortcuts necessary for the developing of Allocentric vs. egocentric spatial
perception (see Fig. 2(b)).

To let the player acquire more points the virtual paths is intended to be fol-
lowed in a more complicated way, in order to design also the shortcuts necessary
for the developing of Allocentric vs. egocentric spatial perception (see Fig. 2(b)).

3 Evaluation and Discussion

The game, in its first release, was tested during the smart city exhibition in
Bologna. ARIANNA system has been deployed in various test environments,
and also in real installations, such as in the Farm Cultural Park in Favara (AG)
[12] and in the Blind Institute of Palermo Florio Salamone [13], (see [11]). The
latter has been designed to allow blind people to move completely independently
from one area of the institute complex to another. Specifically, the route crosses
both courtyards, from the entrance to the computer classroom, and it enables
to reach all the building entrances that are located within the perimeter of the
three courtyards. On the way, 10 points of interests are placed allowing the
users to orient themselves and achieve full autonomy in any part of the building.
Qualitative and quantitative tests with blind and low vision people have been
collected and analyzed. The complete analysis has been described in details in
[15]. To design our tests, we decided to use Google Drive for our online survey,
because it is compatible with many accessibility features for visually impaired
people and is supported by a variety of platforms and smartphones. To get
information on the user’s experience, we created a survey where the scoring of
the results provides an overview of the consumer satisfaction. The data can be
analyzed and processed to verify the strengths and weaknesses of the system To
determine the consumer opinions we use the Likert scale [14], a psychometric
scale commonly involved in research that employs questionnaires. It consists of
a series of statements linked to the attitudes that are investigated. A similar
approach will be used to design the tests for the In-Line game.

4 Conclusions

Overall, the survey shows that the system was received with good enthusiasm
and the users enjoyed the tests. They consider it a breakthrough and would
definitely use it. An interesting aspect that emerged is that all users wish to
obtain as much information as possible about the environment around them.
A key aspect of the formation of mental maps in blind subjects is linked to
the memory of the paths and the location of objects that they develop with
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repetition and practice. If a person follows in his mind a small-scale model of
the external reality, he is able to think of various alternatives, choose the best
among them, react to future situations before they happen The obtained results
stimulate us to further develop the game and in particular to let the blind people
at the Blind Institute use the game together with ARIANNA and then running
more tests and collect qualitative and subjective feedback trough questionnaires.
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